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Infor M3 V13
Course Catalog

Training structure and delivery methods

Infor Education training is structured into three levels:

Level 1: Overview & Use
Provides product overview
and knowledge necessary
to use the system.

Level 2: Configuration
& Administration

Level 3: Installation
& Integration

Accelerates the deployment of Infor
software through knowledge of
configuration options and administration.

Explores software installation and
integration with other systems, as well
as how to extend the application.

Classes are offered through four delivery methods:

Instructor-led Classes
Face-to-face training in your
office or at one of our
education sites

Instructor-led
Virtual Classes
Take classes from your own
desk with the support of
an instructor

Self-paced eLearning

Self Directed Learning

Learn at your own pace,
on your own schedule

Flexible training taken from
your own desk includes
demonstrations, hands
on labs, social collaboration
and access to an instructor.

For more details please look at the latest schedule at: www.infor.com/education

Training offerings and Infor Campus Card

All instructor-led courses
can be held face-to-face
as a private class to your
employees and most of
them can also be run as
a virtual class.

Follow the course title links
to access Infor Campus
to find course details and
registration.

Infor Campus Card
Buying training has never been easier
than with our Infor Campus Card.

Instructor-led public
courses are delivered at an
Infor facility or virtually
to your desktop.

Self-Paced eLearning
supplements the classroom
experience; accessible at
any time.

For more information about courses
and how to register, please contact:
•	For Americas: EducationAmericas@infor.com
•

For Europe, the Middle East and Africa: EducationEMEA@infor.com

•

For Asia Pacific: EducationAPAC@infor.com

The card offers training dollars in bulk at
tiered volume discounts, which saves
you money and reduces the time and
cost of separate budget approvals,
purchase orders, and expense
reimbursements.
The card offers several ways to train
including – public classes, Education
subscriptions and onsite training. Infor
tracks the usage and will report the
dollars utilized and remaining balance.
The Infor Campus Card the best option
for a convenient, flexible and costeffective way to decide how and when
to spend your training dollars.
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Foundation - Instructor-led courses
Level
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Hours

Course Name

Description

M3: v13x Introducing the
Solution

This course allows users to gain an understanding of the operational activities
necessary to run the core functions of the company as an integrated business
solution. This training is for version(s): 13.1 and all previous versions.

8

M3: v13x Introducing the
Technology

This course provides participants with a basic understanding of the Infor M3
technical framework and of the product offered. The course is designed to
demonstrate the technical architecture of the different components, as well as
explain what they are used for. The course also includes discuss of common
terminology used in the area of Java Foundation and Tools. This training is for
version 13.3 and all previous versions.

8

M3: v13x Using Smart
Office - Introduction

Infor Smart Office is an interface to your Infor M3 applications. It is an
information workplace that lets you customize forms and lists and collaborate
with co-workers. Infor Smart Office also leverages Microsoft Office applications
such as Word® and Excel®. This course is a 4 hour instructor-led course
presented from the user perspective and it’s applicable for Infor Smart Office
10.1 (SoHo UI) and Infor M3 BE 13.1.

4

M3: v13x Using Smart
Office - Advanced

Infor Smart Office delivers an intuitive user interface that allows user-specific
customization and personalization that puts the right tools and information on
every user's screen. Infor ION Enterprise Search (IES) is a deeply integrated,
intuitive, simple-to-use search application for Infor and non-Infor data to help
organizations search and find relevant information securely and quickly. This
course is a 4 hour instructor-led course presented from the user perspective
and it’s applicable for Infor Smart Office 10.1 (SoHo UI) and Infor M3 BE 13.1

4

M3: Learning the M3
Fundamentals

This nine-day program covers how M3 manages and integrates the business
processes of a manufacturing company. In the class, learners will execute
basic functions, learn the different settings and work through scenarios that
illustrate available functionality. Learners will also learn to make the best use of
Lawson Smart Office user interface through personalization that enables to
adapt the user interface to the different business processes. They will also be
able perform intuitive, simple-to-use search application for all Lawson data –
similar to Google. Mashup Designer is an M3 and external source remix tool
that helps build horizontal, process-oriented screens. This means that the tool
makes it possible to combine information from several external and M3
sources and also to display selected fields from different panels on one
screen. Learners will also learn how successfully create and implement
Mashup by using the Mashup Designer tool. In the SQL course, they will learn
how to query a database, the correct syntax to do it, more advanced syntax
involving multiple tables and ends with how they can export the data from Infor
M3. It also covers how to create, update and delete tables and records. M3 Ad
Hoc Reporting is a tool that enables the creation of operational reports and
listings direct from the M3 application database. Learners will learn how to
design, develop, store, execute and schedule user defined reports, which are
delivered in standard XML format.

72

M3: v13x Distribution
Foundation

This course covers how Infor M3 manages and integrates the business
processes of a distribution company. This course takes a hands‐on approach
that allows users to gain an understanding of the operational activities
necessary to run the core functions of a distribution company as an integrated
business solution. The learners execute basic functions, learn the different
settings and work through scenarios that illustrate available functionality. This
training is for version: 13x.

28

M3: v13x Equipment
Foundation

This course introduces the Infor M3 Office Suite, an intuitive, personalized user
interface that allows users to directly access Infor and Microsoft applications
and update data pervasively and instantly across the applications. Infor is
bringing together Microsoft productivity, mobility and collaboration tools, such
as Microsoft Excel, Outlook, Word, PowerPoint and Groove, with Infor
enterprise applications and business intelligence capabilities. This training is
for version(s): 13.1 and all previous versions.

36

1

1

1

1

1

M3: v13x Equipment Rental
Foundation

This course covers the concepts and principles, and how to execute fleet
management, order-to-cash contracts, and service-to-available. It also covers
the basic data required for the main rental processes. Finally it describes how
to manage some additional flows to the rental process, such as: stand down;
up-rent; involuntary sale; partial delivery bulk item; minimum rent; full credit;
change site address; change inbound location; exchange handling; generic
items; transfer serial number; and scrapping serial number. This training is for
version 13.3.

24

M3: v13x Fashion
Foundation

The purpose of this course is to help you understand the main characteristics
of the Implementation Accelerator for Fashion pre-configured solution. This
course provides learners with knowledge on how Infor M3 focuses on building
an integrated foundation for the core needs and processes of the fashion
industry from design, source, and distribute companies (brand owners) to
apparel cut and sew manufacturers (contract manufacturers). For sourcing
companies (brand owners), the manufacturing lesson will not be addressed. A
“light” version of manufacturing can be addressed in the embellishment
lesson. For manufacturing companies, the embellishment lesson will not be
addressed. This training is for version 13.3 and all previous versions.

32

M3: v13x Food and
Beverage Foundation

This course introduces how Infor M3 manages and integrates the business
processes of a food and beverage company. This course covers customer
order fulfillment, procurement, and manufacturing, as well as financial
management for a food and beverage company. This training is for version(s):
13.3 and all previous versions.

28

M3: v13x Manufacturing
Foundation

This course provides learners with knowledge on how Infor M3 manages and
integrates the business processes of a manufacturing company. This course
takes a hands-on approach that allows users to gain an understanding of the
operational activities necessary to run the core functions of a manufacturing
company as an integrated business solution. The learners execute basic
functions, learn the different settings and work through scenarios that illustrate
available functionality. This training is applicable for the following Infor M3
versions: 13.3 and all previous versions.

28

M3: v10x - v13x Application
Foundation Differences

The purpose of this course is to highlight the new functionality in Infor M3 13.1
within the application foundation area; describe why the features were created
(the problems), how the problems were solved (the solutions), and the result
they will provide (the benefits). The areas covered are: menus and fields, users,
output, search, job scheduling, list panels, bookmarks, and some other
features. This training is for version 13x.

4

Enterprise Financial Management - Instructor-led courses
Level

Hours

Course Name

Description

1

M3: v13x Using Costing
and Internal Accounting

The purpose of this course is to describe the main functions of purchase
costing, distribution costing, product (manufacturing) costing, and how M3
supports those functions. The main functions of the M3 Costing Toolbox will
also be explained. This training is applicable for the following Infor M3
version(s): 13.X.

24

1

M3: v13x Using Costing
and Internal Accounting for
Equipment

This course will provide you with a thorough understanding of M3 Financial
Controlling for the Equipment Service and Rental Industry, including internal
accounting for purchasing, distribution, and maintenance costing. This training
is for version 13.x.

24

1

M3: v13x Using Financial
Accounting

This course introduces the main processing functionality of M3 accounts
payable, accounts receivable, and general ledger. This training is for versions:
13.x and all previous versions.

32

1

M3: v13x Using Financial
Accounting for Equipment

The purpose of this course is to provide instruction on processing financial
accounting in M3, including accounts payable, accounts receivable, and
general ledger. This course contains exercise data appropriate only for the

32

United States. This training is applicable for the following Infor M3 version(s):
V13.x.
2

M3: v13x Configuring
Costing and Internal
Accounting

The purpose of this course is to describe the main configurations in Infor M3
for purchase costing,
distribution costing, product (manufacturing) costing, and the Infor M3 Costing
Toolbox. This training is applicable for the following Infor M3 version: 13.X.

24

2

M3: v13x Configuring
Financial Accounting

This course describes how the main functions of financial accounting, including
Accounts Payable, Accounts Receivable and General Ledger, are supported
by Infor M3 and can be configured to suit the business requirements of
individual organizations. This training is for version: 13.3.

40

Enterprise Financial Management - Self-paced eLearning
Hours

Course Name

Description

M3: What is New in M3 13.1
Financials - GAM3 (Generic)

Introduces new functionality and highlights in a product or solution. Based on
problem solution, benefit approach.

0.75

M3: What's New with Generic
Finance v13.2

Changes and new functionality on Generic Finance in M3 13.2.

0.5

M3: What is New in M3 13.1
Financials for Equipment

Introduces new functionality/highlights in a product or solution. Based on
problem solution, benefit approach.

0.75

Supply Chain Management - Instructor-led courses
Level

Hours

Course Name

Description

1

M3: v13x Using Lot and
Allocation Control

This course provides learners with knowledge on how to effectively use Infor
M3 lot and allocation control. This course describes how to manage the
disposal and tracing of inventory balances for all types of products from simple
stock keeping units to lot controlled products. This training is for version: 13.2.

16

1

M3: v13x Using
Procurement for
Equipment

The course covers an overview of the main functions of M3 purchase order
processing as it applies in the equipment industry. This training is applicable
for the following Infor M3 versions: 13.1 and all previous versions.

16

1

M3: v13x Using Purchase
Orders

This course covers M3 purchase order (PO) processing. The purpose of this
course is to provide an overview of the main functions of M3 purchase order
processing. This training is applicable for the following Infor M3 versions: 13.2
and all previous versions.

24

1

M3: v13x Using Tactical
and Operational Planning

The tactical and operational planning course offers a powerful toolbox for
managing the planning, scheduling and fulfillment of the extended supply
chain. Using tactical and operational planning increases visibility and improves
material flow throughout the supply chain. At the same time, it frees up capital
tied up in inventories and increases resource utilization, resulting in optimized
service levels and maximum profitability. This training is for version: 13x.

24

1

M3: v13x Using Warehouse
and Inventory
Management for
Equipment

This course covers how to use M3 Warehouse Management including
allocation and lot/Serial management, and distribution order processing. This
training is applicable for the following Infor M3: 13.1 and all previous versions.

24

1

M3: v13x Using Warehouse
Management and
Distribution Orders

This course covers an overview of warehouse management and distribution
orders management including such topics as processing goods receiving flow
and using other methods of goods receiving. This training is for version(s): v13x
and all previous versions.

32

2

M3: v10x - v13x Planning
and Manufacturing
Differences

The purpose of this course is to highlight the new functionality in Infor M3 13.1
within the planning, the product data management, and the manufacturing
operations areas; describe why the features were created (the problems), how

4

the problems were solved (the solutions), and the result they will provide (the
benefits). The planning areas covered are: Material planning (general topics);
Supply chain planning (general topics); Supply chain orders; Returns; Statistics;
Search; and Food and beverage. The product data management areas
covered are: Attributes and kit items; and other (general) product data
management topics. The manufacturing operations areas covered are: Lot
handling; and Manufacturing order reporting. This training is for version 13.1.

2

2

2

2

M3: v10x - v13x
Warehousing and
Procurement Differences

The purpose of this course is to highlight the new functionality in Infor M3 13.1
within warehousing management and procurement; describe why the features
were created (the problems), how the problems were solved (the solutions),
and the result they will provide (the benefits). The supply chain execution areas
covered are: Items; Lot handling; Inventory; Stock take; Picking and packing;
Delivery and shipment; and Receipt and put-away. The procurement areas
covered are: Suppliers; Purchase orders; and Receipt and put-away. This
training is for version 13x.

8

M3: v13x Configuring Lot
and Allocation Control

This course covers the main functions of lot and allocation control, including
the disposal and tracing of inventory balances for all types of products from
simple stock-keeping units to lot-controlled products that are supported by M3
and can be configured to suit the business requirements of individual
organizations. This training is for version 13.3 and all previous 13.x versions.

16

M3: v13x Configuring
Purchase Orders

The purpose of this course is to provide an overview of the main purchase
order configurations in Infor M3. Topics covered are: process overview;
processing of purchase orders; general configurations; supplier and item
configurations; purchase order configurations; configure and manage goods
receipt; configure and manage quality inspection and claims; configure and
manage additions to the ordering process; and configure and manage
procurement statistics. This training is for version 13.3 and all previous versions.

32

M3: v13x Configuring
Warehouse Management
and Distribution Orders

This course describes how the main functions of warehouse management and
distribution order management including such topics as outbound delivery
processing, internal warehouse processes and processing distribution order
goods receiving flow are supported by Infor M3 and can be configured to suit
the business requirements of individual organizations. This training is for
version 13.x and all previous versions.

40

Supply Chain Management - Self-paced eLearning
Hours

Course Name

Description

M3: Setting Up and Using Batch
Allocation v13.2

AGENDA: Introduction and Background; Limitations; Where to Find More
Information; Setting Up the New Capabilities in Batch Allocation MMS 189;
Changes in the Foundation; Redesign of the Function; Capability to Store
Rules; New Selection Criteria; New Rules; Enabled for Working with DO and
CO Simultaneously; Use of Priority; How to Use Scenarios; Demo.

0.5

M3: What's New with Transport and
Freight Handling v13.2

This session will walk you through enhancements in handling transportation
and freight costs in M3 13.2.

0.5

M3: Setting Up and Using
Enhancements in Freight and
Transport v13.2 - Part 1

Agenda: Launch Plan; Introduction and Background; Basic Configuration
Options and Tables; Connections and Activating Process; Result - Using;
Limitations; Where to Find More Information.

0.75

M3: Setting Up and Using
Enhancements in Freight and
Transport v13.2 - Part 2

Agenda: Launch Plan; Introduction and Background; Basic Configuration
Options and Tables; Connections and Activating Process; Result - Using;
Limitations; and Where to Find More Information.

0.5

M3: Setting Up and Using
Enhancements in Reporting of
Manufacturing Orders v13.2

AGENDA: Enhanced Reporting of Material Issues (PMS060); Full Screen Entry
of Many Material Lines Across Multiple MOs; Report One Material Across
Multiple MOs; Reserved Qty; Reported Qty; Manufactured Qty; Enhanced
reporting of operations (PMS070).

0.25

M3: Setting Up and Using New
QMS (Quality and Lab Inspection)
v13.2 - Part 1

AGENDA: Basic Configuration Options and Tables; Division; Items; Lot
Controlled; Non-Lot Controlled; Attributes.

0.5

M3: Setting Up and Using New
QMS (Quality and Lab Inspection)
v13.2 - Part 2

AGENDA: Basic Configuration Options and Tables; Division; Items; Lot
Controlled; Non-Lot Controlled; Attributes.

1.5

M3: Setting Up and Using
Shipment Advise and
Transportation Notification v13.2

Agenda: Launch Plan; Introduction and Background - Problem, Solution,
Customer Benefits; Limitations - Where to Find More Information; How to set
up; Shipment Advise; Transport Notification; Decouple advised or notified lines
from delivery (close/delete); and Goods receipt.

0.5

M3: v13.3 Setting Up and Using
New Batch Allocation Priority and
New Distribution Rule
M3: v13.3 Setting Up the NEW
Grower Contracts Management
Module

In this session we will focus on a new distribution rule related to min-max
capabilities and the new allocation priority that you can apply in batch
allocation.
AGENDA; Introduction and Background, Basic Configuration Options,
Activating GCM, Grower Agreements, Pricing Model, Quality Inspection at the
Farm, Settlement, and Where to Find More Information.

M3: v13.3 Using the NEW Grower
Contracts Management Module

Agenda; Launch Plan, GCM process, Case data, Grower agreement, Quality
Inspection at the farm, Base origin, Connecting purchase orders to the
agreement, Receiving and quality control, Settlement, Limitations, and Where
to Find More Information.

0.5

M3: v13.3 What's New with Freight
and Transportation

Agenda: Enhancements to Inbound Logistics and Outbound Logistics

0.5

M3: v13.3 What's New with the
NEW Grower Contracts
Management Module

Agenda: We introduce a new module aimed at companies buying crop, fruit
and vegetables from growers and farmers. The module support the complex
contracts used to control pricing and payment of harvested raw-materials.

0.75

M3: What's New with Fresh Food
Planner v15.1.2.0

This session will walk you through enhancements the second release of the
Fresh Food Planner.

0.5

M3: What's New with M3 Demand
Planner v15.1.3.0
M3: What's New with M3 Graphical
Lot Tracker v10.0.0

M3: What's New with M3
Scheduling and Planning
Workbenches v15.1.3.0

We have introduced several improvements that increase DMP’s capabilities in
the forecast engine and new generic features to help specific industry subsegments. Agenda; Overview of Benefits in this Version, Main features; List of
other features; A closer look at some of the new functionality.
Agenda: Quality Inspection and Attribute data in GLT (previous version of GLT);
New Web-based Administration Tool; Localization – Translation Improvements;
Recall e-Mail; New Information on Lists and Detail Panels; Added Search
Capabilities; New Reports; New Trace-line Graph; Other News.
AGENDA: -System Enhancements; -Simulation Enhancements; -Integration to
M3 BE Enhancements; -Report Enhancements; -Material Workbench and
Capacity Workbench Enhancements; -Make to Stock and Coverage Days
Enhancements; -Automatic Function Enhancements; -Macro Order
Enhancements.

0.5

0.25

0.5

0.5

0.5

Manufacturing Operations - Instructor-led courses
Level
1

2

Hours

Course Name

Description

M3: v13x Using
Manufacturing Orders

The purpose of this course is to provide training in how use the main functions
of the manufacturing management process and how Infor M3 supports these
functions. The training is applicable for (previous versions 7.1, 10.1) Infor M3
version 13.1 (10.1 or later).

16

M3: v13x Configuring
Manufacturing Orders

This course is intended for consultants and partners charged with
implementing the Manufacturing Management functionality of Infor M3. The
course explores the main Manufacturing Management functions, how they are
supported by Infor M3, and how they can be configured to suit the business
requirements of individual organizations. This training is for version: v13x.

24

Manufacturing Operations - Self-paced eLearning
Hours

Course Name

Description

M3: v13.3 Setting Up and Using
New M3 Fashion Style
Composition

Agenda; Introduction and Background, Release Plan - Where to Find More
Information, Limitations, Define Model, New in Composition - MMS028, Set Up
Content Lines - CMS470, Set Up Parts - CMS471, Connect Parts - CMS472, Set
Up Composition Group - MMS074, Connect Parts to Comp Group - CMS473,
Defaulting Composition group - CMS016 & MMS075, Adding composition
group to item - MMS001, Adding Composition - MMS001/MMS016, Displaying
Composition - MMS001/MMS016, Exceptions on Color Level - MMS077.
Release date: May. 2015

0.5

M3: What's New with Quality and
Lab Inspection v13.2

This session will walk you through the new Quality- and Lab-inspection module
QMS.

0.5

M3: v13.3 Setting Up and Using the
Quality and Lab Inspection Module
- Part 1

The first session of two that will take you through the setup and how to
execute the processes in the Quality Management Module in M3. We will help
you identify what is enhanced and different compared to M3 13.2.

1

M3: v13.3 Setting Up and Using the
Quality and Lab Inspection Module
- Part 2

During 4 sessions we will take you through the setup and how to execute the
processes in the Quality Management Module in M3. We will help you identify
what is enhanced and different compared to M3 13.2. In this session: Setting
Up and Using CO Returns with QMS. Setting Up and Using QMS with Multiple
Receipts of Manufacturing Orders and Purchase Orders.

0.75

M3: v13.3 Setting Up and Using the
Quality and Lab Inspection Module
- Part 3

During 4 sessions we will take you through the setup and how to execute the
processes in the Quality Management Module in M3. We will help you identify
what is enhanced and different compared to M3 13.2. In this session: Setting
Up and Using Lab Order Request Report.

0.5

M3: v13.3 Setting Up and Using the
Quality and Lab Inspection Module
- Part 4

During 4 sessions we will take you through the setup and how to execute the
processes in the Quality Management Module in M3. We will help you identify
what is enhanced and different compared to M3 13.2. In this session: Setting
Up and Using Configured Certificate of Analysis Report. Setting Up and Using
Certificate of Analysis Report.

1

M3: v13.3 What's New with the
Quality and Lab Inspection Module

Agenda; Launch Plan, Introduction, Solution Overview, What´s new in M3 13.3 QMS compared to M3 13.2, Specifications, Quality Inspection Request process,
Certificate of Analysis - COA, Spec. matching – Search Inventory without CO,
Summary, and Where to Find More Information, QandA.

0.75

Customer Sales and Service - Instructor-led courses
Level

Hours

Course Name

Description

1

M3: v13x Using Customer
Lifecycle Management
(CLM)

This course introduces the Customer Lifecycle Management (CLM), the Infor
M3 Customer Relationship Management (CRM) system. CLM is tightly
integrated with Infor M3 and is the single access point to all customer related
data. It`s real time, always up to date, and can be accessed directly from Infor
Smart Office, via the Internet or from a mobile device like smartphone or tablet
PCs. During this course you will learn how CLM supports the Sales Process
and how it allows you to configure it to meet your requirements. The training is
applicable for Infor CLM version 15.2 in connection to Infor M3 version 13.1 (10.1
or later).

16

1

M3: v13x Using Customer
Orders

The purpose of this course is to provide basic instruction related to customer
order processing. This training is applicable for the following Infor M3
version(s): 13.1 and all previous versions.

24

1

M3: v13x Using Equipment
Handling for Equipment

The purpose of this course will show you how to effectively use M3 Equipment
Management for the equipment industry and all functions to configure the
equipment. This course covers key configuration requirements, attribute

16

models, equipment and ‘as-built’ concepts. This training is for version(s) : 13.1
and all previous versions.
1

M3: v13x Using Leasing
Management for
Equipment

This course covers the leasing functionality available in Infor M3 including
steps for creating a leasing agreement, amending, making price adjustments
and terminating the leasing agreement. This training is for version(s): 13.1 and
all previous versions.

16

1

M3: v13x Using Rental
Management for
Equipment

This course covers how rental agreements are processed for the Equipment
Service Management & Rental industry. This training is for version(s): 13.1 and
all previous versions.

24

1

M3: v13x Using Sales and
Order Delivery for
Equipment

This course covers how to effectively use M3 Sales and Order Delivery for the
equipment industry, including sales of equipment as well as sales of spare
parts. This training is applicable for the following Infor M3 version: 13.1 and all
previous versions.

24

1

M3: v13x Using Service
Management for
Equipment

This course covers all functions directly related to service orders, from the
entry or creation of a service order through invoicing the customer for the
service or services performed. Specifically, the course covers how to process
simple, component, and field service orders as well as, how to set up
warranties for equipment and process external repair orders. This training is
for: 13.1 and all previous versions.

32

2

M3: v13x Configuring
Customer Orders

This course covers how the main functions of Customer Order Management
are supported by M3 and can be configured to suit the business requirements
of individual organizations. This training is for version: 13.3.

32

M3: v10x - v13x Sales
Differences

The purpose of this course is to highlight the new functionality in Infor M3 13.1
within the sales management area; describe why the features were created
(the problems), how the problems were solved (the solutions), and the result
they will provide (the benefits). The areas covered are: customer data,
customer orders, material availability, supply model, delivery, pricing and
discounts, costing and charges, payment and invoicing, cash desk, promotions,
kits, and some other features. This training is for version 13x.

8

2

Customer Sales and Service - Self-paced eLearning
Hours

Course Name

Description

M3: v13x Installing Customer
Lifecycle Management (CLM)

The purpose of this course is to provide support to the installation process of
CLM. This training is for CLM version 15.2 in connection to Infor M3 version 13.1
(10.1 or later).

1.25

M3: Introducing Customer Lifecycle
Management (CLM)

The purpose of this course is to provide an introduction to Customer Lifecycle
Management (CLM) including both the background of the product and the
supported processes. This course applicable for CLM version 15.2 in
connection to Infor M3 version 13.1 (10.1 or later).

1

M3: Setting Up and Using Cash
Movements and Petty Cash v13.2

In this presentation we will go through: background; solution; classification of
cash desks; cash movements; petty cash information; cash desk transaction
type; finalizing transactions; accounting for the transaction; set-up; and
prepayment with documents.

0.25

M3: Setting Up and Using Prepayment Control v13.2

AGENDA: Prepayment Control; Process Flow; Settings; Payment Document;
Close Payment Proposal.

0.25

M3: Setting Up and Using the New
M3 Fashion Matrix v15.1.3 Plugin for
M3 Smart Office

Agenda: Introduction and Background, Problem, Solution, Customer Benefits,
Where to Find More Information, Limitations, How to get it, Prerequisites and
Setting up, Overview of M3 Matrix plug-in for CO Smart Office, Customer Order
toolbox, Matrix overview, Working with seasons, Working with items and kits,
Updating an Existing order, Adding new Styles to existing orders, Creating a
New order, Adding items or kits.

0.5

M3: v13.3 Setting Up and Using
Misc. Changes Related to Sales
Persons, PCM Copying and

This is a session with a number of misc. enhancements.

0.5

Deleting Lines, Changes in M3 CO
Batch Order Entry
M3: v13.3 Setting Up and Using
New M3 Price-list Related Changes

In M3 13.3 some enhancements are made around the use of price lists in
intercompany pricing, price list code increase and for fashion price lists by style
color. This session will show you how to apply these new capabilities.

0.25

M3: Setting Up and Using Updating
CO Orderlines Aggregated Mode
v13.2

Agenda: Launch Plan; Introduction & Background; Limitations; Where to Find
More Information; Set up CO aggregated update; How to use
Scenario/Workflow.

0.5

System Foundation - Instructor-led courses
Level

Hours

Course Name

Description

M3: Introducing the
Technology

This course gives you a basic understanding of the M3 technical framework
and of the product offered. The course is designed to demonstrate the
technical architecture of the different components, as well as explain what they
are used for. The course will also discuss the common terminologies used in
the area of Java Foundation and Tools.

8

1

M3: v13x Using ION
Enterprise Search

The purpose of this course is to provide an overview of Infor M3: ION
Enterprise Search and how to use and administer it. This course covers the
following topics: What is ION Enterprise Search, How to use ION Enterprise
Search, and ION Enterprise Search administration. This training is for version(s):
13.x and all previous versions.

8

2

M3: Developing Smart
Office Personalized Script

This course teaches you how to personalize your Smart Office using
personalized Script.

8

2

M3: v13x Administering
Documents and Media

The purpose of this course is to teach you how to set up the distribution of the
Infor M3 reports and documents. This course covers an overview of managing
documents and media, key settings, and troubleshooting output issues. This
training is for versions: 13.3 and all previous versions.

8

M3: v13x Administering
LifeCycle Manager

This one-day course takes a hands-on approach that allows users to gain an
understanding of the tasks required to secure LifeCycle Manager, download
and apply fixes, and administer and maintain Infor M3. Different types of fixes
are described. In the class, participants execute tasks, learn the standard
procedure for applying standard fixes and customer modifications, and work
through scenarios that illustrate the functionality available. This training is
applicable for the following Infor M3 version(s): 13.1 (BE 15.1).

8

2

M3: v13x Administering
Security

The purpose of this course is to explain how M3 controls end user and system
administrator access to the system. It covers the Smart Office logon process,
securing access to various environments, access to M3 companies and
divisions, authority to perform individual functions, and ultimately into
protecting data and even controlling access to individual fields on a screen. It
teaches you how to administer security at individual or group/role level. It also
explain how Infor ION Grid security controls system administrator access.
Hands-on exercises will give you the opportunity to practice what has been
learned. This training is applicable for the following Infor M3 version(s): 13.3.

16

2

M3: v13x Administering
Smart Office

This course covers how administrators can control the functionality and
customizations in Infor Smart Office by deploying settings to different
individuals and groups. Administrators will also gain the knowledge to
troubleshoot using Infor Smart Office logs. This training is for version: 13.3.

8

M3: v13x Administering the
System - Introduction

This course introduces the various servers and software components in a
gridded Infor M3 installation, the basic architecture of the product, basics of the
Infor ION Grid and concepts such as Infor M3 environments, and Infor M3
companies and divisions. The course also describes the file structure for the
grid and core Infor M3 applications. Participants will be introduced to the Infor
M3 management and monitoring interfaces, and shown some basic
configuration options. Also covered are daily tasks such as enrolling users and
configuring user menus. Hands-on exercises will give you the opportunity to

16

1

2

2

practice what has been learned. This training is for version(s): 13.3 (Infor M3 BE
15.1.3).

M3: v13x Administering the
System - Advanced

The purpose of this course is to develop the knowledge gained in the M3
Administrating the System Introduction course by building on the concepts
covered in the introduction course. It aims to teach the methods used to
manage the more complex areas of an Infor M3 installation. At the end of this
course, learners will be become more self-sufficient in managing their Infor M3
installation. This training is applicable for Infor M3 version 13.1.

16

M3: v13x Configuring
Report Manager

M3 Report Manager is a tool that enables the customization and easier use of
Infor M3 standard reports with data direct from the Infor M3 application
database. Infor M3 Report Manager further reduces the need to modify or
invest in developing customizations in StreamServe®. In addition, it also avoids
the inappropriate use of advanced business intelligence or analytic tools to
satisfy relatively simple operational needs, and manages access and security
using standard Infor M3 user security and privilege levels. With the Infor M3
Report Manager tool, Infor M3 administrators can manage the design,
customization, storage, and scheduling of standard reports. All output is
delivered in Microsoft® Excel® or PDF format to allow choice and flexibility in its
end use. This training is for Infor M3 13.2.

8

3

M3: Programming in
Software Development Kit
(SDK)

This course provides learners with knowledge on how to develop Smart Office
applications using the SDK and WPF (Windows Presentation Foundation). This
course incorporates instructor demonstrations, hands-on student activities, and
practice sessions on how to create applications and Mashup controls in Visual
Studio, and how to deploy them with some of the unique features in Smart
Office.

16

3

M3: v13x Customizing
Reports with Output
Designer

This course covers how to use StreamServe to design and manage M3
outputs. This training is for version(s): 13.1 and all previous versions.

24

3

M3: v13x Designing
Mashups - Introduction

This course covers the information and practice you need to successfully
create and implement Mashups by using the Mashup Designer tool. Mashup
Designer is a development environment for creating Mashups from Infor
products (for example, Infor M3 applications, S3 applications or Document
Archive Foundation) or other sources. This training is applicable for the
following Infor M3 versions: 13.3 and all previous versions.

8

3

M3: v13x Designing
Mashups - Advanced

This course covers the more advanced controls like MI, Custom list, using a
script to trigger a Mashup in a M3 program, localization, and deployment. This
training is for version(s): 13.3 and all previous versions.

8

M3: v13x Developing Web
Services

The purpose of this course is to provide an introduction to M3 Web Services
Designer, enabling an understanding of the underlying architecture, and
hands-on experience of configuring, modeling, deploying, and testing web
services using the M3 Web Services Designer. This training is for versions: v13x
and all previous 13x versions.

16

2

2

3

Business Process Management - Instructor-led courses
Level

Hours

Course Name

Description

2

M3: v13x Administering M3
Enterprise Collaborator
(MEC)

This course covers what MEC is, MEC internal architecture, how to setup new
partner agreements, import and setup new M3 business messages, product
configuration and maintenance. This training is for version(s): M3 BE 13.1/ MEC
11.4.1 and previous MEC grid versions.

16

3

M3: v13x Developing in M3
Enterprise Collaborator
(MEC)

This course covers an overview on how to develop new business messages
using MEC. This training is for versions: M3 BE 13.1/ MEC 11.4.1 and previous
MEC grid versions.

24

3

ION: Integrating with M3
v13x

This course covers the concepts and components that are needed to
understand Infor M3 ION integrations and how to connect Infor M3 with ION.
Components that are covered in this course are Event Hub, Event Analytics,

24

Rules Packages, MEC ION Enablement, BODs, Infor M3 BOD Packages, BOD
Architecture, ION Overview and Infor10x content pack for Infor M3. This
training is for version: 13.x and all previous versions.

2

M3: v13x Configuring Ad
Hoc Reports

Infor M3 Ad Hoc Reporting is a tool that enables the creation of operational
reports and listings direct from the Infor M3 application database. Ad hoc
reporting further reduces the need to modify or invest in developing
replacements for standard Infor M3 operational reports in order to personalize
the output from Infor M3. In addition, it also avoids the inappropriate use of
advanced business intelligence or analytic tools to satisfy relatively simple
operational needs, and manages access and security using standard Infor M3
user security and privilege levels. With the Ad Hoc Reporting tool, Infor M3
users can manage the design, development, storage, execution, and
scheduling of user-defined reports. All output is delivered in standard XML
format to allow choice and flexibility in its end use.
This updated version of the course includes new functionality such as run
limits, advanced selections, application messages, and export/import of
configuration data among other things. This training is for M3 13.3.

2

M3: v13x Configuring
Process Automation

The purpose of this course is to provide hands-on experience using Infor
Process Server, Infor Process Designer, and Infor Rich Client to monitor and
configure IPA, create and modify flows, and access routed work in in Smart
Office Inbasket. This training is for version(s): 13.1 and all previous versions.

24

3

M3: v13x Migrating Data
with the SmartData Tool

This course introduces the SmartData Tool, explains what it is used for, and
describes how it works with Infor Web Services to ensure that only valid data is
loaded into the M3 transaction database. This training is for version(s): M3
Version 13 and all previous versions.

8

3

M3: v13x Developing with
the M3 Adaptation Kit
(MAK)

The purpose of this course for developers (technical consultant) is to have a
basic knowledge on the use of Eclipse/MAK to modify or create new
programs, files, view definitions, Out interfaces, language files and field help.
This includes how to use MAK to debug programs. The goal for the support
group is to have an overall knowledge of MAK with the primary goal of
knowing how to debug a program. This training is applicable for the following
Infor M3 version(s): MAK and all previous versions.

16

3

M3: v13x Programming in
Java - Introduction

This course provides an overview of the basic Java programming that needs to
be performed in M3. This training is for version(s): M3 13.2 and all previous
versions.

24

M3: v13x Programming in
Java - Advanced

The purpose of this course is to provide an in depth understanding of Java
programming in Infor M3. During this course, you will learn to add modifications
to existing Infor M3 programs, create and modify database interfaces, make
changes to view definitions and data structures, and deploy and promote the
newly developed components. This training is for version: Infor M3 13.x.

40

3

8

Business Process Management - Self-paced eLearning
Hours

Course Name

Description

M3: v13.3 What's New with Tools
for Extending M3 - Avoiding
Modifications
M3: What's New with Infor
Enterprise Collaborator v11.4.3.0
(M3 Core Tech v13.3.0)

Agenda: Background; How to Make the Most of Infor Ming.le and ION; Event
Driven M3; Reducing and Simplifying Cusomizations; Summary; Questions and
Answers
This session goes through the news for Infor Enterprise Collabortor.

0.5

M3: What's New with Ad hoc
Reporting v13.2

In this session we will explain several new capabilities now included in Ad hoc
reporting to increase functionality and flexibility.

0.75

Enterprise Performance Management - Instructor-led courses

1

Level
2

Course Name

Description

M3: v13x Configuring
Business Performance
Warehouse

This course covers Infor’s business intelligence applications, including
Business Performance Warehouse and using Infor ViewPoint to build dynamic
reporting dashboards. This training is for version(s) 13.1 and all previous
versions.

Hours
32

Supply Chain Planning - Instructor-led courses
Level

2

Course Name

Description

M3: v13x Configuring
Tactical and Operational
Planning

This course addresses a series of design questions to consider when
implementing tactical and operational planning. It also covers some of the main
programs used to establish and implement the configuration settings once
needs have been defined. This training is for version: 13.x and all previous
versions.

Hours

24

Overall - Self-paced eLearning
Hours

Course Name

Description

M3: What is New in M3 13.1

Introduces new functionality/highlights in a product or solution. Based on
problem solution, benefit approach.

M3: What's New with Version 13.2

An overview of some of the key features developed for M3 13.2.

0.5

M3: v13.3 What's New

Agenda; M3 13.x backdrop, Introduction to M3 13.3, Focus on key development
areas within M3 13.3, Small but important improvements in M3 13.3, Simpler
installations and updates, M3 13.3 Knowledge Transfer and Plans, Summary, Q
and A.

0.75

M3: What is New in M3 13.1 for
Distribution

An overview of some of the key features developed for the Distribution
industry in M3 13.1.

0.75

M3: What's New with Distribution
v13.2

This session will take you through all major news in M3 13.2 with focus on the
Distribution industry.

0.25

M3: v13.3 What's New for
Distribution

Agenda: What is Distribution; Implementation Accelerator; Target Buying;
Counter Sales; Trade Promotions; Price and Margin Simulation; Specials and
Buy-to-Order; Freight and Transportation.

1

M3: What is New in M3 13.1 for
Equipment - Part 1

An overview of some of the key features developed for the Equipment industry
in M3 13.1 for Equipment.

M3: What is New in M3 13.1 for
Equipment - Part 2
M3: What's New with Equipment
v13.2

An overview of some of the key features developed for the Equipment industry
in M3 13.1 for Equipment.
This session will take you through all major news in M3 13.2 with focus on the
Equipment industry.

M3: v13.3 What's New for
Equipment
M3: What is New in M3 13.1 for
Fashion

Agenda: Overview of the new and changed features for the Equipment
industry in M3 13.3 looking across the various processes including Service,
Rental, Parts, Equipment Sales and also considering the new H5 compliant
Gantt Charts and Equipment Configurator.
An overview of some of the key features developed for the Fashion industry in
M3 13.1.

1

0.75
1.25
0.25

1
0.75

M3: What's New with Fashion v13.2

This session will take you through all major news in M3 13.2 with focus on the
Fashion industry.

0.75

M3: v13.3 What's New for Fashion

Agenda; Session description, Release Plan, Where to find more information,
Introduction to 13.3, Summary overview, 13.3 and Cloud, 13.3 and IA, Correction
pack, Mass maintenance, CO, PO, DO, Mass maintenance CO (OIS260),
Compliance – composition by part, CO Matrix plugin for Smart Office, (batch)

0.75

Allocation, Pricing, M3 – PCM (QPC) enhancements, Toolboxes – fashion
summary, and Other changes.
M3: What is New in M3 13.1 for
Food and Beverage

An overview of some of the key features developed for the Food and
Beverage / Process industry in M3 13.1.

0.75

M3: What's New with Food and
Beverage and Chemicals v13.2

This session will take you through all major news in M3 13.2 with focus on the
Food and Beverage and Chemicals industry.

0.75

M3: v13.3 What's New for Food and
Beverage

Agenda; Launch Plan, Status and Background for Food and Beverage, News in
Fresh Food Planner 15.1.3 and 15.1.4, QMS – New module in M3 13.2 with
MAJOR enhancements in M3 13.3, Enhanced Manufacturing order reporting of
Material Issues and Receipts, M3 SCE – Detention and Inbound Routes, M3
Scheduling Workbench – Some important news for F and B, M3 Analytics 10.1.2
– Quality Management Analysis - phase 1, New Module – Grower Contract
Management, Graphical Lot Tracker 10.0.0, Summary, and Where to Find More
Information.

0.75

M3: What is New in M3 13.1
Technology

Introduces new functionality/highlights in a product or solution. Based on
problem solution, benefit approach.

0.75

M3: What's New with Technology
v13.2

This session presents the technology improvements released in connection
with M3 13.2. We will go through the enhanced H5 Client, new thin client for
DAF, Mashup improvements, Smart Office improvements plus various technical
improvements. Note that many of above improvements are not limited to
clients on M3 13.2.

0.75

M3: v13.3 What's New with
Technology

AGENDA: M3 Core Infrastructure and Technology; User Experience; Infor
Enterprise Collaborator; ION BODs and Content Pack; Release Cycle; M3
Report Manager; Infor Document Management.

0.75

M3: v13.3 General Walkthrough of
Key Technology Changes

Agenda; Product Structure, Product packaging, New SKU’s, New Licensing
Method, LifeCycle Manager 10.1.3.0, Infor ION Grid 11.1.13.0, M3 Foundation
10.1.3.0, Event Hub/ Event Analytics 2.2.0, M3 Adaptation Kit 10.1.2.0, M3
Metadata Publisher 10.1.2.0, M3 Core 13.3 Documentation Infocenter.

0.75

M3: Delivering M3 BE User
Documentation via the Cloud Docs.Infor.com
M3: v13.3 Setting Up and Using
New Aggregated Update DO, PO,
CO

Agenda: What is the M3 Business Engine User Documentation Infocenter?;
Delivering User Documentation on the Cloud; Content Updates; How it Works
“under the bonnet”; How it Looks.
New Aggregated Update Distribution Order, Purchase Order, Customer Order
(Enhancements), major enhancements to mass update of CO lines. In this
session we will focus on the major efficiency improvements and new
capabilities related to updating orders (CO, DO, PO). A development that many
of our customers look forward to.

0.5

0.5

Country Versions - Self-paced eLearning
Hours

Course Name

Description

M3: What's New with Country
Version for Brazil v13.2

Country specific functionality on Brazil in M3 13.2.

0.75

M3: What's New with Country
Version for India v13.2

Changes done for the country specific functionality on India in M3 13.2.

0.5

M3: v13.3 New Country Version for
Russia
M3: v13.3 New Country Version for
Turkey

Agenda; the Launch Plan, Introduction, Overview Russian Functionality M3 13.1,
Overview Russian Functionality M3 13.3, Russia – Other Components M3 13.3,
FBM for Russia M3 13.3, RU – Local.ly Components M3 13.3, Summary, and
Where to Find More Information.
Agenda: M3 Country Versions – History; M3 13.3 Country Version for Turkey;
M3 Business Engine Functionality; M3 ION Integration; Infor Local.lyTM Country
Pack Components; Documentation; Controlled Availability.

0.75

0.5
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